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Must... These user guides are clearly built-in to give step-by-step information on how to move forward in the operation of certain equipment. Trek Parent Guides. They call her Seven of Nine, Unimatrix Zero One's Tertiary Deputy. In this story, Krall is responsible for inflicting pain and anguish on others. The Orville is a sci-fi television series
created and starring Seth MacFarlane as the protagonist of the Ed Mercer series, an officer in the Planetary Union's line of exploratory spaceships in the 25th century. Star Trek Parent's Guide Star Trek Parenting Guide Recognizing mannerism to get this Star Trek Parents Guide book is also helpful. The Star Trek universe has been silent
in recent years, leaving fans die-hard with little to do, but they pick up past movies and TV episodes on Blu-ray discs. Company. Also with Ben Cross, Bruce Greenwood, Winona Ryder, Eric Bana and Leonard Nimoy. Showing the 6 items Jump to: Certification; Sex &amp; Nudity (3) Violence &amp; Gore (1) Profanity (1) Alcohol, Drugs
&amp; Smoking (1) Certification. Read more about the Netflix TV series Star Trek: The Next Generation age Rating and parental guides for kids. STAR TREK PARENTS GUIDE PDF star trek parents guide are a good way to achieve details about operating certainproducts. The girl is separated from her parents and becomes one more
number in the massive cyber society. Star Trek: The Original Series. However, with the introduction of this film, which fills the story of the heroes of the original series, there is potential for a bold new injection of story ideas and discoveries in this perpetual franchise. Overall B + Finally! A guide for Star Trek parents who tie up lifelong
enthusiasts, while attracting newcomers with a well-accelerated story and visual effects, this stellar trek will surely open this latter frontier to a whole new generation. But I was a fan of Star Trek movies. Ahandbook is really a user guide to operating the equipment. Star Trek Las Vegas moves to December. While the action is (mainly)
bloodless, it is also intense; expect a lot of fights, battles, and hand-to-hand combat. If you have already seen the program, please let us know about the parents' guide here. Dayton Ward answers questions about a new book, influence agents. The discovery of the star trek will show more of Spock's parents. Sex &amp; Nudity There is a
romantic scene between Uhura and Spock, in which the two kiss tenderly, and she hugs and caresses her ... They are young and inexperienced when faced with their first Romulan encounter. Star Trek fans have given this film very favorable reviews and I have to be The 2020 Star Trek Father's Day Gift Guide. A few words. Star Trek Into
Darkness takes you back to the early days of Captain Kirk, Spock, Uhura, Scotty, Bones and the rest of the original Enterprise crew. Star Trek: Trek: Featured publication — June 2020 . Get the Join Star Trek Parent Guide we offer here and check out the link. You may not get used to gaining experience in real conditions that will spend
more money, but you can understand the peculiarity of reading. Note! Trek 1: Your parent guide to ESV Enterprise history. Also with Ben Cross, Bruce Greenwood, Winona Ryder, Eric Bana and Leonard Nimoy. Star Trek: The Original Series. Download the Trek Parent Guides to give your students' parents so they can follow the guide.
The following elements of the Parent Guide can give away important points on the plot. News and Updates. Star trek parent guide today will pretend to have morning thinking and highly developed thoughts. The girl is separated from her parents and becomes one more number in the massive cyber society. 1 use of GD in Ep 2; Repeated
use of the word S in Episode 2; 5 f bombs in the series so far. They call her Seven of Nine, Unimatrix Zero One's Tertiary Deputy. The Star Trek universe opens up at the highest utopia with the crew of the USS Enterprise getting a much-needed one, we dare say bath rest, at gigantic Starbase Yorktown. Eventually, from your support, we
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Melbourne 2019, SHUTTER ISLAND (2010) (Leonardo DiCaprio, Mark Ruffalo) (R) QUICK TAKE: Suspense/Thriller: Two federal marshals have been summoned to Shutter Island , the remote site of a mysterious hospital for mad criminals, where a murderer has escaped from her cell. PLANT: In 1954, U.S. Marshals Teddy Daniels
(LEONARDO DiCAPRIO) and Chuck Aule (MARK RUFFALO) are assigned to investigate the escape of a murderer named Rachel (EMILY MORTIMER) from her cell on Shutter Island, a mysterious hospital for mad criminals. The facility is run by a kabbale of reserved men, including Dr. Cawley (BEN KINGSLEY) and Dr. Naehring (MAX
VON SYDOW), who block Teddy and Chuck's investigation apparently at every turn. By the time Rachel is found by Deputy Director McPherson (JOHN CARROLL LYNCH), the bailiffs have come to suspect there's a lot more to Shutter Island than it looks. A hurricane des varans them there, with no ability to communicate with the
mainland. Eventually, we came to learn that Teddy volunteered for this task. Tormented by visions of his military service in World War II and the loss of his wife (MICHELLE WILLIAMS) two years earlier in a fire in an apartment building, he suspects that the man who was responsible for the fire is a patient in the hospital's infamous Ward
C. What you find there, however, is more than I expected. DO THE CHILDREN WANT TO SEE IT? Older teens will likely be drawn to the film for its suspense elements and Leonardo DiCaprio's presence in the title role. WHY MPAA RATED IT: R For disturbing violent content, language and some nudity. CAST AS ROL MODELS:
LEONARDO DiCAPRIO plays a federal marshal tormented by visions of his dead wife and military service during World War II. He volunteers to investigate the disappearance of a patient in a hospital for mad criminals, but is also interested in confronting the inmate who believes he killed his wife. He smokes a lot, pretends to be an
alcoholic recovery, and uses a lot of blasphemy. MARK RUFFALO plays his new partner, a direct-bound marshal who may or may not be in the strange events on Shutter Island. He smokes even more than Teddy, it's drinker, and also swears very often. BEN KINGSLEY plays Shutter Island's secret chief psychiatrist. He smokes pipes
and cigars and is a casual drinker. MICHELLE WILLIAMS plays Teddy's dead wife, who appears in the film only as a vision or during dream sequences. Sometimes she offers helpful advice along the way, but other times she is strangely contradictory to her husband. MAX VON SYDOW plays another psychiatrist on Shutter Island. His
German heritage causes Teddy to suspect Nazi ties and raises the possibility that mental patients are being experienced. He's an occasional drinker. EMILY MORTIMER plays a Shutter Island patient, who apparently drowned her three children, but has blocked everything in her mind. His escape from his cell is what sets in motion the
events of the film. JOHN CARROLL LYNCH plays the deputy director of Shutter Island. He's a heavy smoker. TED LEVINE plays shutter island's silently threatening warden. CAST, CREW, &amp; Technical INFO AS OTHER RATED THIS Curious MOVIE if this title is entertaining, any good, and/or has any artistic merit? Then read OUR
TAKE of this movie. (Note: Our review of this title examines the artistic merits of the film and does not take into account any of the possibly objectionable materials listed below). OUR WORD TO PARENTS: The following is a brief summary of the content found in this R. Profanity-rated thriller consists of at least 16 f-words, while other
expletives and colorful phrases are also pronounced. Some sexually related dialogues are also present, as is the brief complete frontal nudity. Violence consists of people injured or shot dead, while others are manipulated or threatened with violence. Some of this has pretty bloody results, and those scenes and moments of potential
danger are likely to be disturbing and/or suspenseful to various viewers. There are some prolonged World War II flashbacks involving the liberation of the Allies from a Nazi concentration camp showing a range of corpses (including children), along with hungry and malnourished prisoners. An important part of the plot also has to do with a
mother who has drowned her three children. We never see the drownings, but we see the children's bodies floating in the water during a flashback and the father pulling them out of the pond. In certain dream sequences, a dead girl comes back to life to ask why she wasn't saved. Bad attitudes are present all the time, as are some
potentially imitative behaviors and various thematic elements. Drinking is present, as is a lot of smoking. Yes You're concerned about the film and its suitability for you or anyone else in your home who might be interested in watching it, we suggest you take a closer look at our detailed listings for more specific information about the film's
content. For those who care about flashes of light the screen, there are long sequences during a hurricane-like storm where frequent lightning causes a strobe light effect. Other sequences are illuminated by the rotating light of a nearby lighthouse, causing the scenes to darken, then light at regular intervals. A sequence in a prison ward
with the power off has a similar effect with the bulbs flashing and the main lighting matches that turn off after a few seconds. Finally, there is a fire-lit sequence in which the camera rests just above the flames as two people on either side of the fire talk. Flames are always in sight, and it's pretty hard to see even for people with no vision
problems. For those visually induced by motion sickness, chances are you'll want to avoid this film. Dream sequences can be quite disorienting. USE OF ALCOHOL OR DRUG Dr. Cawley is shown drinking from a glass of brandy or other liquor at home, along with Dr. Naehring. Cawley offers Teddy and Chuck a drink. Chuck agrees,
asking for a rye. Teddy reveals that he no longer drinks after having an alcohol problem earlier in his life. Teddy refers to psychiatry as a boozer profession. Teddy has a migraine, and Dr. Cawley gives him two pills that he says are aspirin. Teddy has a memory of his dead wife finding bottles of alcohol he had hidden. Laeddis tempts
Teddy with a bottle of alcohol. Teddy encounters a former Shutter Island doctor, forced into hiding, who tells him that the drugs, food and cigarettes offered by hospital staff are full of mind-altering substances. Naehring full of sedative. Teddy shows up drinking in an extended flashback sequence. BLOOD/GORE The first scene of the film
is a stuffed marquet throwing up in a toilet aboard a ferry. Teddy has a Band-Aid on his forehead that partially hides a small red wound. While Teddy and Chuck are escorted to Cawley's office, Teddy sees a patient with a deep visible throat wound, horrible teeth and severely thinning hair. Teddy has a flashback to his time in World War II,
where he and his battalion liberate one of the concentration camps near the end of the war. The bodies of Jews and other prisoners are apparently scattered everywhere, with Teddy fixing on the bodies of a mother and daughter. Inside the command center, he finds a trembling and terribly bleeding Nazi, presumably the commander of the
camp. It has an extremely graphic cheek that has bloodied more than half of the face and head, along with some close papers and a large strip of soil underneath Teddy has a dream where he's with his dead wife in his old apartment. When you hug her from behind, a stomach wound is suddenly apparent and oozes a significant amount
of blood. As her apartment begins to burn, Dolores transforms into burnt ashes and subsequently disintegrates. Teddy suffers a attack so hard that it makes it double and almost vomit. We hear him gag and shake, but we don't see any vomiting. Teddy has a second flashback to the concentration camp. See again the bodies of the dead
Jews. In anger, American soldiers line up Nazi guards. When one tries to flee, one of the soldiers shoots him in the back causing blood to rub briefly. This causes all soldiers to open fire on unarmed German prisoners in a prolonged follow-up shot in which dozens of Nazis are shot with blood spraying wildly in all directions. A long shot
later he sees the crowd of corpses and almost dead lying in his own blood. Teddy chases an inmate through Shutter Island Ward C, and the camera briefly leans toward a shot of the man's bloody bare feet running. Teddy finds Laeddis, the man who believes he set fire to the apartment building his wife was in, and the man has a huge
wound on his sustained face along with what appear to be staples. A patient is briefly shown painting the walls of his cell with his own blood. During another dream sequence, Teddy sees a dead mother and her three children killed bloody. Teddy looks over the edge of a steep cliff by the sea and sees what he thinks is a broken corpse on
the rocks below. Teddy torched Dr. Cawley's car. In the explosion, he sees the image of his dead wife and a girl briefly wrapped in flames. A guard is briefly shown from the waist up and from his back urinating just before Teddy disassembles and knocks him out. Teddy shoots a main character, with the bullet coming out of the man's back
causing blood to spray on the wall and the message board behind him. DISRESPECTFUL/BAD ATTITUDE When Dr. Cawley tries to insinuate Teddy and Chuck about how even criminals deserve attention and treatment to try to bring them some measure of calm, both marshals mock their philosophy. Teddy even growls, his sense of
calm! The film contains a series of flashback sequences showing Teddy testifying to the horrific treatment that Jews and others suffered at the hands of the Nazis during the Holocaust. We see dead women and children side by side. We see hungry, hungry, emaciated prisoners behind barbed wire. And we see the guards well fed and
well-dressed cornered and made to answer for their crimes. Both Teddy and Chuck criticize Dr. Naehring for being German, comparing him to a Nazi. Teddy refers to psychiatry as a boozer profession. Hospital staff gather to answer Teddy and Chuck's questions, but they are openly of him and even laugh at some of his questions. Teddy
and Chuck interrogate a male patient, who casually describes black people using the word n. Teddy repeatedly runs his pencil through a piece of paper, which causes the patient to start screaming and screaming when Teddy doesn't stop. A One tells the story of murdering her landlady, who said she liked to be naked, that she gave oral
sex and longed for her to expose he he hed so she could laugh at him. Dr. Cawley and Dr. Naehring do not cooperate fully with Teddy and Chuck's investigation, frustrating the two men. Partly out of sympathy and partly as a research tactic, Teddy briefly tries to make Rachel think he's her husband to get information from her. Teddy takes
a look at the warden of Shutter Island and says he looks like an ex-military pr*ck. The warden intimidates Teddy on a trip back to the hospital, asking him at one point if he could defend himself if he tried to bite his eye. FRIGHTENING SCENES Scenes listed here and under Violence, Blood/Gore and Jump Scenes can be disturbing,
suspensive or frightening for younger viewers and/or those with low tolerance for such material. Teddy has a flashback to his time in World War II, where he and his battalion liberate one of the concentration camps near the end of the war. The corpses of Jews and other prisoners are scattered everywhere, with Teddy fixing on the bodies
of a mother and daughter. Inside the command center, he finds a trembling and terribly bleeding Nazi, presumably the commander of the camp. Teddy has a dream where he's with his dead wife in his old apartment. When you hug her from behind, a stomach wound is suddenly apparent and oozes a significant amount of blood. As her
apartment begins to burn, Dolores transforms into burnt ashes and subsequently disintegrates. A massive storm about to turn into a hurricane crashes on the island, forcing Teddy and Chuck to take refuge. Teddy has a dream where the dead Jewish mother and daughter's corpses transform into the bodies of the escaped patient and her
dead daughter. During a power outage, Teddy and Chuck hide around the infamous Ward C, where the worst of the worst are found. This part of the facility is quite scary with flashing lights, dark corners and distant periodic screams echoing from all sides. Teddy, believing Chuck has possibly fallen to his death, goes down an extremely
steep cliff as the waves crash into the rocks below. Deep down, Teddy can't find Chuck's body. Suddenly, hundreds of rats come out of every cliff crevice. They don't hurt Teddy, but there's definitely a returnable factor. A man returns home to find his three drowned children and his crazy responsible wife. GUNS/WEAPONS Guns/Rifles:
Transported and/or used to threaten, injured or kill others. See Violence for more information. Arriving on Shutter Island, Teddy and Chuck find guards armed with assault rifles and other firearms. Teddy and Chuck are subsequently ordered to follow the island's protocol and hand over their pistols. Throughout the film, guards are shown
with rifles that include an extended sequence in a like several searches for the missing patient. When a generator fails causing hospital patients to roam the free grounds, facility guards are all shown carrying rifles and other weapons in a threatening way. Teddy knocks out a guard and takes his rifle. Teddy takes his gun from Dr.
IMITATIVE BEHAVIOR's desk Phrases: F*ck if I know, This is a sick world, f*cking, The f*cks half the women he sees, Who the hell are you? These f*ckers will kill you, what the hell is wrong with you? You're a rat in the maze, all your f*cking talk, I'm going to find out what's going on on this island, It's an ugly tie, what is this? You're not
going to f*ck with me, It's not going to be any ferry on this sh*t, You haven't heard sh*t, She looks like an ex-military pr*ck, as big as my d*ck, She liked to be naked and suck c*ck, She wanted me to get my thing out so she could laugh at me, Get your ass moving Where are my G*ddamn cigarettes? We're doing our G*ddamn work, It's so
brilliant G*ddamn, what did you do to my G*ddamn weapon? What the hell can I tell you? Gas the bitch, what the hell have you been smoking? and fuck his sense of calm. A guard confesses to leaving his post to go to the bathroom, possibly letting a patient escape. Teddy and Chuck disrespect Dr. Naehring for his German heritage,
insinuating that he is a Nazi. Teddy and Chuck interrogate a male patient, who casually describes black people using the word n. DiCaprio has two tattoos on her chest. Teddy and Chuck are put on orders to gain admission to Ward C restricted, where the worst prisoners are kept. Several of the patients Teddy finds in Ward C have
tattoos. Shutter Island warden intimidates Teddy on a trip back to the hospital, asking him at one point if he could defend himself if he tried to bite his eye. Teddy fires Dr. Cawley's car by lighting a tie and pushing it through the vehicle's gas tank. A deranged woman drowns her children, then wants to dry them and put them on the family
dinner table like living dolls. JUMP SCENES A patient jumps out of the darkness and wants to play with Teddy and Chuck. Laeddis jumps out of a dark alcobe in Ward C and attacks Teddy from behind. Teddy walks through the dark Ward C, lighting matches to light his way. The first time you do this, you're on camera and the sudden
could cause a cheap jump response from the audience. For the rest of the sequence, every time you turn on a match, there is a threat that something will jump or appear behind it in the dark. A prisoner Teddy identified as George Noyce leaves his dark cell quickly and suddenly and tries to grab Teddy. Teddy has dreams and nightmares
throughout the Every time one of these ends, usually it's with a quick flash followed by Teddy shaking from his bed in sight of the camera. Teddy rushes down a hospital hallway, trying to avoid detection, and encounters Dr. Naehring while rounding a corner. A character is shot suddenly and surprisingly, causing blood to spray from his
back-exit wounds. MUSIC (SCARY/TENSE) Scary and foreboding music sounds practically throughout the film. It's a very strong and abrasive score. MUSIC (INAPPROPRIATE) None. PROFANITY At least 16 words f, 3 words s, 4 terms of slang using male genitalia (d*ck, pr*ck, c*ck and mine), 3 hells, 2 donkeys, 1 curse, 7 uses of Gdamn, 4 uses of Jesus, and 2 uses of Jesus Christ, Christ and For the love of God. SEX/NUDITY McPherson tells Teddy and Chuck that the side of a nearby cliff has poison ivy as big as my d*ck. A male patient recounts how the landlady he killed liked to walk naked and give oral sex. He also said he wanted me to get his thing out so he
could laugh his size. A patient confesses to Teddy and Chuck that she killed her husband with an axe after learning that f*cks half the women she sees. During a flashback sequence, we have a very brief view of a small painting depicting a topless woman hanging on the wall of the Nazi command office. Teddy is naked while changing his
wet clothes and becomes the uniform of an orderly hospital. Several male inmates undress frontal nudity while locked in their cells. Teddy shows up from the waist up taking a shower. SMOKING Teddy and Chuck share a smoke on the deck of a ferry as they steam towards Shutter Island. Deputy Warden McPherson smokes while waiting
for Teddy and Chuck to arrive, then as he leads the two marshals to the main hospital. While Cawley walks Teddy and Chuck around the facility, a patient is shown smoking. Chuck lights up again at Cawley's first meeting. Cawley shows up smoking a cigarette at his house while Teddy and Chuck arrive for further questioning. While
resting in bunk beds, Teddy and Chuck smoke cigarettes. Teddy smokes a cigarette in the rain. Hospital administrators gather around a table to discuss facility operations, and several of them are shown smoking. An orderly hospital offers Teddy and Chuck a fresh pack of cigarettes after their cigarettes are destroyed in the rain. Teddy
shows up smoking during a dream sequence. Teddy wakes up and Chuck's there to offer him a cigarette, which he accepts. Teddy finds a still-burning cigarette butt on the side of a cliff, which he believes it's a clue that Chuck fell on the side and on the rocks below. Teddy encounters a former Shutter Island doctor, forced into hiding, who
tells him that the drugs, food and cigarettes offered by hospital staff are full of mind-altering substances. Upon his return to the hospital campus, Teddy rejects a cigarette from Dr. Dr. claiming he has resigned. Cawley smokes a pipe. Teddy and Chuck smoke cigarettes together while sitting on the front steps of the hospital. TENSE
FAMILY SCENES On the boat trip to Shutter Island, Teddy tells Chuck that his wife died in an apartment building fire. Cawley fills Teddy and Chuck at the bottom of the escaped patient, who apparently killed his three children by drowning them in a lake. A patient brags about beating her husband to death with an axe after learning of his
infidelity. Teddy has a dream where he's with his dead wife in his old apartment. When you hug her from behind, a stomach wound is suddenly apparent and oozes a significant amount of blood. As her apartment begins to burn, Dolores transforms into burnt ashes and subsequently disintegrates. Teddy torched Dr. Cawley's car. In the
explosion, he sees the image of his dead wife and a girl briefly wrapped in flames. A man returns home to find his three drowned children and his crazy responsible wife. He gets into the pond where the bodies are, crying horribly, and pulls them out. The man then shoots his wife in the stomach for revenge. TOPICS TO TALK ABOUT
mental illness and how some of the treatments used in past decades bordered the barbarian. The Holocaust. The war of mental tolls and other traumas have in mind. The suspicions that the German-Americans aroused in the years immediately after World War II. How filmmakers continue to inspire and directly imitate the great Alfred
Hitchcock. VIOLENCE On the boat trip to Shutter Island, Teddy tells Chuck that his wife died in a fire in an apartment building. Cawley fills Teddy and Chuck at the bottom of the escaped patient, who apparently killed his three children by drowning them in a lake. A male patient brags about killing his sexually aggressive landlady with a
knife and ripping off his face. A patient brags about beating her husband to death with an axe after learning of his infidelity. Rachel pounds Teddy after he tries to trick her into believing that he is her husband to try to get information from her. Teddy has a flashback to his time in World War II, where he and his battalion liberate one of the

concentration camps near the end of the war. The bodies of Jews and other prisoners are apparently scattered everywhere as a result of invisible violence, with Teddy fixing on the bodies of a mother and daughter. Inside the command center, he finds a trembling and terribly bleeding Nazi -- presumably the camp commander -- again the
result of invisible violence (it is said to be an attempt to It has an extremely graphic cheek that has bloodied more than half of the face and head, along with some close papers and a large strip of the ground beneath it. Teddy has a dream where he's with his dead wife in his old apartment. When he hugs her from a stomach wound (the
result of an act of violence that we still have to see) is suddenly evident and oozes a significant amount of blood. As her apartment begins to burn, Dolores transforms into burnt ashes and subsequently disintegrates. After Laeddis jumps out of a dark alcobe and attacks Teddy from behind, Teddy strikes, attacks, and then tries to strangle
him. Teddy has a second flashback to the concentration camp. See again the bodies of the dead Jews. In anger, American soldiers line up Nazi guards. When one tries to flee, one of the soldiers shoots him in the back causing blood to rub briefly. This causes all soldiers to open fire on unarmed German prisoners in a prolonged follow-up
shot in which dozens of Nazis are shot with blood spraying wildly in all directions. A long shot later he sees the crowd of corpses and almost dead lying in his own blood. Shutter Island warden intimidates Teddy on a trip back to the hospital, asking him at one point if he could defend himself if he tried to bite his eye. Teddy manipulates Dr.
Naehring, eventually hitting him with his own syringe presumably filled with a sedative. Teddy torched Dr. Cawley's car. In the explosion, he sees the image of his dead wife and a girl briefly wrapped in flames. Teddy knocks out a guard and takes his rifle. A man is shown shooting his wife in the stomach for revenge for his drowning (offscreen) of his three children. Teddy shoots a main character, with the bullet coming out of the man's back causing blood to spray on the wall and the message board behind him. Teddy and Chuck fight violently while arguing, but they don't come to their fists. Revised February 17, 2010 / Posted on February 19, 2010 Other new and recent
reviews include: Privacy Statement and Terms of Use and Disclaimer By accessing this site you acknowledge that you have read and accepted the above terms. All rights reserved, ©1996-2020 Screen It, Inc. Inc.
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